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Internship of  

The Impossible Dream 
 

 
Owing to the intense and profound demand of students who wished to earn basic and practical 

experience from a live financial company before their graduation, in the year of 2006 the first 

financial intern group in Hong Kong was launched out by us. It proved this commencement is 

a correct decision for the market really had such a great demand. Now such financial 

internships have been developed to a major trend that a lot of financial companies are running 

similar programs in Hong Kong based upon the style of 2006. Students joining our internship 

are from various parts of the world including mainland China, Europe, North America, Middle 

East and Australia with different nationalities and different universities ranging from 

undergraduate, postgraduate to doctorate students. The total number of interns are had gone 

over 3,000 and it’s a record in the local industry. Now the internship is re-named as The 

Impossible Dream, a means to help ideal-seekers in the financial field to materialize their 

dreams and to reach the unreachable star.  

 

 
 

Uniqueness──Since the trend is nourishing and developing, so how’s our internship 

different from others ? This internship is recognized by famous American universities as part 

of their degree course, that is students need to take part in our company as an intern before 

they can get their degree. While other intern course of the market are just student activities, 

only managed by students unions, agencies or commercial firms as an extracurricular activity. 

They are in different levels, mandatory course should not be treated the same as voluntary 

activities. We merged the high academic requirement of top universities with the vigorous and 

ever-changing situations of financial market for them to go through a unique experience so as 

to generate all-rounder finance people for the society. 
 

This is the major difference which is unique. 
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Content of The Impossible Dream 

 

This is an internship of world-wide financial market with special emphasis on bullion. Our 

standard course includes one-week, two-week, six-week and eight-week programs. The aim is 

not just to nourish smart students, but create stars of tomorrow for the society. Highlights are 

as followings: 

1) Chart Analysis 

2) Fundamental Analysis 

3) News Briefing 

4) Daily Presentation & Report Writing 

5) Outdoor Survey 

6) Court Hearing 

7) Leadership Training 

8) Psychological Analysis 

9) Mock Trading Account Handling 

10) Field Working 

11) First Hand Data Gathering 

12) Reference 

13) Graduation Ceremony 

14) EQ Development 

15) Appendix : Introduction to the Chief Mentor  
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A detailed breakdown is as followings : 

 

(1) Chart Analysis  

a) Patterns ── Head & shoulder, Ascending & descending triangles, Double bottom & 

double top, Channels, Rising and falling wedges, Single-day turn, Bun & run, Cup 

with handle and Spade. 

b) Technical indicators ── Ichimoku, Stochastic, MACD, RSI, Momentum, Weighted 

Average, Simple Average, Parabolic SAR, Bollinger Bands, Pivot Point, Zig-zag line 

and Wave Theory. 

c) Chart types ── Candle sticks, Point & figures, Fibonacci retracement. 

Interns are requested to have basic research on the above topics, and each 

intern is allocated one single item for individual research and then to come out to have 

a presentation of his research. Under the direction of the Chief Mentor he has to apply 

his research into the live market and face the public questioning of the whole class. 

The rest of the class is also requested to give comments or to give a better elaboration 
and more appropriate adoption. In order to avoid fighting battles on paper, they are 

asked to use such theories to do the mock trading. Each intern would have several 
rounds of public applications so that the Chief Mentor can precisely know their 

progress throughout the period and make suitable adjustment according to practical 
and individual requirements.     

Basically, chart analysis is the core but it is not carried out in form of lecturing, 
it is in the American style of individual research, discussion among interns, 

comparison of different styles, sorting out the peculiar and the ultimate target is 

application to live market, gaining experience for future working and not just to face a 

test in the examination hall or acquiring high academic scores.  

 

Presentation of candle sticks from University of Arizona  
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Presentation of Bollinger Bands from Beijing University 

 

 
Presentation of Wave Theory from Johns Hopkins University 
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Presentation of Weighted Average and Simple Average from Melbourne University 

 
Presentation of Chart Patterns from Western Ontario University 
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(2) Fundamental Analysis  

 

a) Inter-relationship among various markets 

b) Interest rate and exchange rate relations 

c) Government policy 

d) International organizations and unions 

e) Terror attack, conflicts and wars 
f) Market behavior and movers 

g) Economic Indicators 
 

Chart analysis is not omnipotent even though it is indispensable. It has a lot of 
blind points and must be lightened by fundamental analysis. Therefore a lot of peculiar 

knowledge on various sectors need to have deep understanding first, from decisions of 
Head of State or Treasury Department or Central Bank to market speculators. They 

also have to understand the structure of international organizations and the importance 

of their meetings and reports; the rate decisions dates, press conference and statement 

time including testimonial in the Congress; also the impact, cause and progress of war 

and conflicts in various continents and terror attack.  

 

The scope of fundamental analysis is so far and wide and no confined syllabus, 

everything happening under the sun would have effect on the market, so students must 

familiar with the structure of the whole financial market and not just any one peculiar 

sector. That is for investment in gold market; one must also have deep understanding 

on other sectors such as currency market, worldwide stock market, bond market, 

petroleum market, commodity market and should not confine oneself to any single 

sector only. 

 
Therefore the policies of 4 major central banks of the world and the impact of 

their interest rate are quite decisive to the market. It would have various effects on 
different markets; their inter-relationships sometimes would be in direct proportion and 

sometimes in reverse proportion. Sometimes speculators would behave in normal 
manner and sometimes would have abnormal behavior in order to overcome the 

fluctuations and turmoils, especially upon the release of important economic indicators. 
Thorough understanding of the history and trend as well as the essence of every 

important indicator is necessary. 

 

War and terror attack occurred in different continents normally have great 

effect on the market, but sometimes slight effect only; sometimes would have negative 

effect and sometimes positive effect. How to gather information as those war 

correspondent ? It can be referred to item (5) underneath. Interns are led to have 

comprehensive understanding on fundamental analysis less they rely too much upon 

chart analysis. An important training of not just burying their heads in the chart, but 

must look up to the sky which is far and wide. 
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             Lecture time in conference room for fundamental analysis. 

 

 
           Presentation on GDP from University of Illinois (Jun 2014) 
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A presentation of European Union from Brunel University London (July 2016) 

 
 

 
A presentation of QE Policy from Sun Yat-Sen University 
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(3) News Briefing 

 

Daily morning meeting is held to help interns to scrutinize the most important news that 

would affect the market including financial, political and general news.  

 

Prominent students are asked to turn up as Teaching Assistant to hold the morning news 
briefing under the guidance of the Chief Mentor, so that they can be familiar with what is 

happening in the live market deeply. Each participant has to point out one special news of the day, 
and the group leader has to pick up the most important one from his group, in turn the Teaching 

Assistant has to pick up the most important news of the whole class and explain why it is more 
important than others. There is also a limitation of the news; the Teaching Assistant has to put 

down the core meaning in no more than 5 words of that news no matter how long the intern says, 
thus is a training to catch the center meaning. He also has learn about time controlling, he must 

finish this in designated time and cannot let one people speaking too long and another one has no 

time to speak or must hurry to finish. Time allocated to each student should be evenly. They are 

experiencing and not just listening, they also have to review on the following day whether the 

analysis of the previous day is correct or having any bias. When the Teaching Assistant fails to let 

everyone speak in limited time or the briefing runs in overtime, there will be a slight punishment in 

the farewell party and the monitor will be responsible to record down so. 

 

 

 

 
Teaching Assistant from Arizona University in New Briefing (Jul 2016) 
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      Our students are from every part of the world including Middle East, Europe,  

North America, Australia, Mainland China, Asia and Africa.  
 

 

 

 

(4) Daily Presentation & Report Writing 

 

Various topics on fundamental analysis and hottest topic of current market 

conditions are assigned to do the presentation by all interns in turn day by day. They 

are divided into several groups to give out a PowerPoint presentation. They must finish 

it in limited time to see how much they can understand the essence. The Chief Mentor 

will give comments on how to do a nice presentation and how to improve the content 

and train them to have a style of a star of tomorrow when giving a speech. The 

presentation is done daily on an individual basis, but there will be a group presentation 

on the final day just to let them understand the difference between personal 
presentation and group presentation. Thus training of team working and individual 

research are also provided at the same internship and same status, so as to train 
students to view things from various angles. 

 
Students also have to write a daily commentary on the market, analyzing the 

reasons for the rise and fall of the previous day and forecasting the trend of the current 
day. When they are up to satisfactory standard, an award of Best Analyst will be give 

conferred on the graduation ceremony. This award is not fixed to give out every time, 

only given to the talented and sometimes kept vacant for several groups continuously.  
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Group presentation from students of Iowa University,  

Arizona University and Western Ontario University 

 
Group presentation from Western Ontario University and Iowa University  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Gr oup  
 

 
Gr oup 
 

S 
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Personal presentation from Nanjing University 

(5) Outdoor Survey 
In order to have a deeper understanding of various institutions and have a concrete 

touching, we are having certain outdoor surveys less they would become book worms. 
However it is not just sightseeing, as said in the latter part of (7)b, there is a Mission Special to 

train the leadership power of the interns. By various visits, that they can see how the real 
central bank or exchange house is and how is it different from television or website.  

 
Places of outdoor survey would include popular financial institutions like the Monetary 

Authority, Hong Kong Bank, Bank of China, Stock Exchange, Chartered Bank and also points 

worthwhile to visit would include St John’s Cathedral for the purpose of psychological 

treatment against pressure of commercial society; and legal concept is a must in modern life, 

therefore we would also visit Court of Final Appeal and also having a court hearing in the 

High Court of Hong Kong, not for the purpose of sight-seeing or studying theories, but 

entering into the real society. 

 

One of the most interested places is to visit the War Correspondent Training Site by night. 

That is a program jointly held by an American university and a local university where 

worldwide war correspondents are trained here before sending to war sites of the world to face 

live and death. So that interns can deeply understand how war correspondents gather 

information for them-----wading through beaches and climbing among rocks by night. The site 

is located in outskirts where no street lamps and road lights are erected. Trainers in such a 
wilderness have to find the way under star light and moon light only. Thus is a good means to 

confer confidence to a modern youngster where they rely on computer, internet, i-phone and 
modern technology for 24 hours a day. This is another exciting experience towards an 

all-rounder youth of the era. Interns have to keep in high awareness of shooting with his 
camera and not shot by rifles. This is a training of courage and physical ability when a modern 

finance people should possess and walk away from book worm, after all as unique as it should 
be !              
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White House of Hong Kong (The Government House)  

Students can have a concrete touch on leadership structure and cabinet format in such a visit. 

University of Hong Kong 

Students have to point out the difference between British and American university with this 

campus, not just by words but by actual scene.  
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Visit to Hong Kong Stock Exchange  
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US Students in Antique Street (Upper Lascar Row) 

 

 

 
Visiting war correspondent training site by night,  

Wading through tides and climbing among rocks in midnight is as exciting as all that,  

To empower the spirit that a modern finance people should have  

----- to overcome adversity and not to retreat. 
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(6) Court Hearing 

Interns are arranged to the High Court of Hong Kong for court hearing of 

commercial case or criminal case on their standard schedule of two weeks or above.  

 

Legal concept is a must in in modern commercial society, it cannot be cut off 

from daily life, sooner or later one have to face legal problem so it is better to 
furnished well before stepping into society. Everything in this internship aims at 

conferring experience and not just theories from books and scholars.  
 

The purpose is to let them familiar with the process of law which is quite 
different from what they have seen in TV dramas, so as to prompt them to have further 

understanding when they meet with the genuine judge, lawyer, plaintiff or defendant. 
Basic concept legal concept and spirit of law making, ritual and behavior in the court 

are also conferred. The Chief Mentor would not just input the scene into their mind; 

after the court hearing they have in reverse to tell the Chief Mentor what they 

understand and don’t understand. Above all, to narrate the core of the case and to state 

his own opinion and give out some forecast of the result. The ultimate target is to 

confer confidence rather than anything, so that they really have an experience of 

entering into the High Court while others could just watch it in TV dramas.  

  

 

                      

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Court Hearing in High Court of Hong Kong 
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(7) Leadership Training 

 

a) During the opening and closing ceremony, we make appeal to the whole class to ask 

students to apply for the post of Master of Ceremony and Mistress of Ceremony, just to 

pave way for them to gain experience to hold greater ceremonies in the future. They 

have to say greetings to the class in 12 different languages under the direction of the 

Chief Mentor. They all treat it as a serious and precious chance that some even tuned 
up in his tuxedo and bow tie for they know that we have a lot of applicants each time. 

They are chosen out of 8 – 10 students of top universities of the world for the 
ceremony. Generally, the response and feedback was quite active and positive.  

 
Master of Ceremony from York University in his tuxedo and bow tie (Feb 2014) 

 
Inauguration ----- Master of Ceremony form Toronto University 

Mistress of Ceremony from Beijing University (Jan 2014) 
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Midnight Rehearsal ---- Get ready for Inauguration (Jan 2016) 

Master of Ceremony from Melbourne University 
Mistress of Ceremony from National Taipei University  

 
A female intern from Zhongnan University of Economics & Law acting as voluntary 
interpreter to link up foreign students with local instructors in mock trading time. 

 

b) We also have a program known as Mission Special, during outdoor activities as shown 

in item (5), each student is assigned to lead the way to that destination, just to show 

their ability in a strange land. My students are so special that even in a foreign place 

they do not need to be led by others but still can lead other people. This is a means to 

generate leaders of the society and not followers. When they reach the destination, they 

have to give a brief introduction of the destination and above all to say something in 

their own words rather than just copying from the websites. This is also a training of 
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innovation and leadership, for some Top MBA courses of the world clearly stated they 

would have special emphasis on leadership power. Leadership power is not just a word 

in the resume, but need to have practical training. We can provide it and not just saying 

it. We can turn those beautiful and standard words inside a resume into real life. 

 

c) We also assign a monitor and monitress of the class, their responsibilities are to start 

contacting all students two weeks ahead of the internship, they are responsible for a lot 
of preparation works before the internship, and pass my assignment to student two 

weeks before they come, for our course is very tight that they must have an early 
preparation so as to make full use of time. Therefore our internship actually starts two 

weeks ahead of the arrival day and not as other starting on the arrival day only. For our 
schedule is too tight that they must start preparation two weeks ahead or else hard to 

chase up. This is another means to prolong the length of internship silently and in a 
low key. In daily operation, the monitor and monitress will help to maintain the 

ordinance as well as in outdoor survey to keep the class in good shape. 

 

 

 
After the opening ceremony, the monitress from Rochester University stepped out to 

replace the Master of Ceremony and read out the rules and regulations of the internship. 

The task would not finish after reading; she is responsible to supervise everyone to carry 

out the rules and regulations. During outdoor activities, the monitress has to manage the 

order of the whole class and make sure no people left behind. Group leaders will be served 

as her assistant to help her in all activities. There are a lot of chances for interns to show 

off themselves by different posts, just see which task he or she interest most. 
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Student from Iowa University leading his small group for round-the-company walk on 

the first day. Everyone has the chance to show off with effective on the first day.  

 

Gr oup Le 
Gr oup  

Group leader from Florida University leading a small group to the Dealing Room  

  

d) We also appeal for group leaders to handle daily routine work of the class, group 

leaders will be served as assistants for Teaching Assistant in the morning news briefing. 

During the Mock Trading Contest in item (10), they have to manage a group account 

for their group to do the trading, leading the group for discussion and make the final 

decision thereof. That means he has to manage two accounts, one is an individual 
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account as all other interns are handling, another is a group account. In practical 

investment in the future, one has to handle several accounts. This is a precious 

experience of handling several accounts at the same time. 

 

e) We would also appeal for cameraman and cameragirl to shoot for the class, just to 

record everything that is happening in the internship for the souvenir of the whole class. 

They also have to upload photos onto the designated website so that everyone can 

share them. They can use simple or professional apparatus but must have innovative 

ideas. Attached is the array of group photos that sometimes it is different from other 

traditional group photos. The response is quite positive that always 4 - 5 people apply 

for the post of cameraman in a single class. 

 
In the concourse of our office building, pattern designed by voluntary cameraman.  

 
Another format of group photo which is unique also 

(8) Psychological Analysis  

There is a tailor made psychological analysis for each individual student so as to 

make them understand the strong points and weak points of themselves. This is necessary 

no matter inside or outside the financial market. The analysis is done on a personal to 

personal basis where high privacy is kept to show the professionalism and degree of 
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seriousness. Therefore the intern can release everything including burdens deep down in 

their heart for decades can be driven out. They always burst out into tears on releasing of 

pressure which proves this sector is an integral part of the internship. The outcome is 

astonishing that sometimes it is beyond the scope of analysis but on the way of primary 

treatment. Thus made a feeling that they always acquire more than they ask for in the 

internship. 

This is quite different for those all-in-one answers in magazines or websites. It is 
deliberately done in form of a package of psychological stream. Special time is chosen to 

upgrade the analysis. It is done after the Labyrinth Walk in St John’s Cathedral, and the 
Labyrinth Walk is done after the Lunchtime recital in St John’s which is one of the three 

greatest lunchtime concerts of the world. A lot of students keep the script of the analysis 
for long term purpose as a souvenir and keep the statement for good as a life-long 

guideline.  

 
Three stages of Labyrinth Walk in St John’s Cathedral  

1) Letting go   2) Letting in   3) Letting out 

Part of Psychological treatment against urban tension and pressure of society 

 
(9) Mock Trading Account Handling 

Each student is allocated a mock trading account so that they can trade according to 

the live fluctuation of the market and transfer the theories learned into practical struggling 

of the real world. They have to finish at least two sets of transaction daily no matter win or 

lose. The whole intern class is divided into several groups that they would have to meet 
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with various competitions. Besides having an individual account for each intern, there is 

also a group account handle by group leaders after discussions among the group. 

Trophies will be awarded to the Champion, first runner-up and second runner-up, 

and sometimes certain cash award will be given when their performance is nice in general. 

This gives them chance to enter into the market without using real money and without 

practical loss, but can feel the real fluctuation of the market. The account balance is 

recorded every morning and announced to the whole class that everyone knows about the 
progress, who actually is leading and who is chasing after and how is surpassed by whom. 

The recordings are done by group leaders and then send to monitor in order to save time. 
Normally the positions are changing day by day and it is quite exciting on the 

announcement every morning. So the internship starts daily with the most exciting time 
and everyone thus can be in high spirit.   

The champion is also asked to share his experience with the defeater, telling out 
why he could chase up from the back and what trading policy he is exercising. What kind 

of technical indicators he uses and what economic indicators he think is most important. 

Normally, the Champion can also win a certain amount in genuine trading.  

 
Kiss the trophy, you deserve it ! 

Champion of Mock Trading Contest (from Shanghai University of Finance & Economics)  
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Champion of Mock Trading Contest from University of Arizona 

1st runner-up from China University of Agriculture (leftmost) 

2nd runner-up from Toronto University (rigthmost) 

 
The Champion of Mock Trading Contest from University of North Carolina  

sharing his experience of success. He can speak fluent Mandarin. 
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Instructors giving guidance to students for doing mock trading 
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(10) Field Working 

 

For long term group of six weeks and eight weeks, the internship is divided into two portions. 

The first two weeks are training period while the latter weeks are field working period. That is 

after furnishing with necessary equipment, they can try to mount on horseback to fight under 

the guidance of Chief Mentor. Training without fighting is not a real soldier. They have to start 

form the most basic position, making telephone calls to clients, managing to run a seminar and 
contacting real clients and not mock negotiation in classroom. When they are successful in the 

business negotiation, they really can get certain commission and not just wealth on the paper. 
Training is not just limited inside the premises of the company; prominent students can go out 

with the Chief Mentor for business negotiation to genuine clients. The Chief Mentor will 
reserve the introduction part for the intern to show off himself in the real business world. 

 

 
                     Field working on their own 

 

 
                 Field working under guidance of instructor. 
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(11) First Hand Data Gathering 

 

Our internship aims at developing the leadership power and innovative power of students, 

therefore we encourage them to try every means to use first hand data instead of second 

hand data in order to be a good leader and not a follower, just to run ahead and let others 

follow us. So everything concerning the market must be latest, newest and most direct 

way. Therefore the Chief Mentor led students to watch the speech of Barrack Obama live 
instead of reading summary from the news. Besides, going to the studio of Bloomberg 

also can understand how first hand data is gathered and broadcasted. We also have night 
market watching just to let them feel the actual fluctuation in Wall Street at the same time 

and not just read from reporters afterwards.  
 

 
Chief Mentor leading students to watch the speech of Barack Obama live that they can 

directly get first hand data at the earliest time, also explaining which sector affect the 

market most at once and elaborate which part should put aside and which part should aim 

at most.  

 
Bloomberg financial news, live broadcasting.  
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Screams !  Shouts !  Yells !  Shrieks !  Cries !  Yelps !  Squeal !  Squaks ! 

So high, so hot in night market watching ! 

   The barrier between teacher and student is completely broken down thus. 

              They are not willing to leave the office !!!!! 

 

(12) Reference 

      A lot of naïve students joining similar internships would imagine that they could 

get a reference letter of high gold content for their grad school application. Thinking that 

paper full of beautiful and gallant words is the road to Paradise, some even ask the agency 
to download all beautiful and gallant words from various website to form an independent 

unique letter. That is no matter they are punctual or not still put down high punctuality, no 

matter what attitude still put down they are hard-working and gathered a lot of brave 

phrases such as initiative, kind-hearted, fraternity, high understanding power, one out of a 

million…… but without pushing them to achieve the requirement stated. Our internship is 

recognized by top American universities and all behavior of students no matter good or 

bad would put into the Central Information System of US grad schools. So it is of high 

caliber and importance than a piece of paper words. The evaluation is group together to 

have a ranking among our 3,000 students who already had a comprehensive record in the 

Central Information System so as to get the actual status. The Chief Mentor has also to 

answer 9 questions and each up to 500 words, besides a lot of multiple choices. Everything 

happen in the internship would be recorded down for future reference and not just 
gathering all gallant words in a single ideal format.  

(13) Graduation Ceremony 
Our internship is unique from the beginning till the end, from pre-arrival lessons 

to graduation ceremony. As all other sectors of the internship, we treat this as an important 
step, just to show every step of life is so important. The ceremony is held in the First 

Harbor Under the Sun, that is the Victoria Harbor and not just in an auditorium or 
conference room of the company or concourse of a commercial building. Your wallpaper 

of graduation is the Victoria Harbor. This is unique after all. 
Thus serves an important page in your album that in the future, you will find this 

graduation ceremony is so indelible for it shows out the peculiar of this financial center 

comprehensively, with the tallest building of Hong Kong as your background, and the 

most beautiful harbor of the world to be your squire. 
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Winter group and  

Summer group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Besides the conferral of certificate to each student, we also have certain awards including 

the Best Analyst, Best Leader, Best Memory, whenever available. Such awards is not 
doomed to offer every time, it is conferred only when talented people are up to standard. 

Sometimes such awards are kept vacant for several groups until it is up to required 
mature standard, out of these, the Best Analyst is the hardest to strive for.  

 

University of Iowa, Jul 2015 
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Second generation immigrant 

of Taiwan in Canada studying 
in USA 

 
He is the Champion in Mock 

Trading Contest  
 

 

 

The Miami University is not 

in Miami but Ohio. The 

University of Miami is in 

Miami of Florida, they are 

two different universities. 

 

 

She is the Champion in 

Mock Trading Contest. 

 

 

 

 

Student from Rollins 

College won the award 

of Best Analyst July 

2015 

 

He can speak fluent 

Mandarin. 
 

 

 

 

 

Master of Accounting in 

the Melbourne University 

won the award of Best 

Analyst. (July 2014) 
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Closing Ceremony held by student with full score in GPA from University of California, Los Angeles  

A Learning Dominator 

 
A Learning Dominator holding degrees from University College London  
and Chinese University. She became my student twice learning different programs. 

 
Another Learning Dominator who joined our internship twice, first time for two-week 

program and later for six-week program. (Zhongnan University Of Economics & Law)  
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16) EQ Development 

In order to generate stars of tomorrow for the society, we have versatile person 
nourishing based upon to increase the EQ of students in different manner, so as to cope 

with the Psychological Analysis above, that is by a) Positive thinking training, b) Memory 
Power Improving c) Jogging up the Victoria Peak. The aim is to generate all-rounder 

finance people for the society. 

 

a) Positive Thinking Training 

Owing to the ability of facing adversity of young people is quite weak today, 

when certain problem occurs they are in perplexity and even have grey life-view 

always, we launching out Positive Thinking Training to improve EQ of students to 

release their burden and to overcome their hardship. In cope with the Psychological 

Treatment the effect is much upgraded. Training is carried out in Repulse Bay, one of 

the finest beaches of the world. After the training students normally are quite satisfied 

for they are empowered with energy and confidence that never engraved before. The 

feedback is so positive, when they passed the training and keep on such a state, 

students can find that they can detect traps in chart analysis more easily. It is not only 

helpful to ideals, but also has practical effect on the financial market. 

 
Positive Thinking Training in Repulse Bay with tidal wave 

 
         Positive Thinking Training in Deep Water Bay upon the beach 
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b) Memory Power Improving 

    Modern education should have emphasis on understanding but it does not mean 

memory can be wiped off. It is still as important as all that. The aim of this training is 

two-folded, to make the best better than the best, and to make the weak become 

strong. The capacity of human brain is unbelievably large but regretfully not fully 

utilized. This is a down-to-earth training of fully utilizing the capacity of human brain 

or else it will be at a waste. It won’t be hard pushing, but in an interesting manner to 
make the strong become stronger and the weak turn up to strong. It’s also a means to 

fight against the urban disease of Instant Amnesia. Normally, a weak person chosen 
out after a training of 30 minutes can at once defeat the combined memory of 20 

people in the class. Whether he can continue to keep up such a standard depends how 
much training he would do afterwards. Anyway, it proves the capacity of human brain 

can be enlarged at a very short time. It is quite useful to have such a training before 
an important exam like GMAT, GRE, TOEFL, IELTS or Law SAT. Students proved 

the results are better than their expectation. It is another nice example to adopt life 

Philosophy with the financial market. 

  
Memory Training under wind speed grade 4,  

            (left) Repulse Bay   (right) Lee Yue Mun Pass 

 
c) Jogging up the Victoria Peak (Height 552m, length 4,000m) from sea level to highest 

point of the Hong Kong Island is a task that you would proud of throughout the whole 
life. As a matter of fact, not every Hongkonger is able to do so and this task is envied 

even by local people and also foreigners. Students will be issued a certificate on 
completion of the journey so that they can keep it until old age. Meanwhile, they have 

a chance to explore the waterhead of Hong Kong, just to find out where the first drop 
of water burst out. 

 
  The first drop of water of Hong Kong explored by student from ShangDong University. 
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From Here to Eternity 

 

 
Jogging certificates are conferred at once on top of Victoria Peak, students can 

get the top award of life on top of Hong Kong Island.  

 

The Chief Mentor thus reminded them to keep these certificates until they are as 

old as the mentor, show them to their grandsons and granddaughters, and told 

them to carry on leading young people to have jogging up this magnificent 

Victoria Peak.  

From Here to Eternity! 
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Final Sprint 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Final dashing of the last 100 meters ----- The Chief Mentor will gather all 

people together to have a straight dashing to the destination in the last 100 

meters in 10 seconds even under mist and rain so as to make the 

atmosphere higher and hotter. The monitor of class will trigger his 

stopwatch to count the time. 
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Hurray ! Hurrah ! 
Destination reached 

Height 552m, length 4,000m 

 

 

     That’s what a modern finance people should be ! 

Health !  Wealth !  Wisdom !  Strength ! 

  

Conclusion : 

Our aim is to nourish stars of tomorrow in the field of Finance, an all-rounder Dominator. We 
welcome energetic students from every part of the world. This internship also act as a 

Crossroad of the Life where people from every part of the world can meet every part of the 
world. This a a full schdule of 8-week program while for shorter periods itineraries will be 

condensed to suit practical time invloved. For program of two weeks or under, students have 

to apply visa on their own, when it is over two weeks, we will apply the working visa with the 

help of universities concerned. For enrollment you can contact our agencies, any inquires 

please do not hesitate to contact Mr Yue at (852)31808803. 
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Appendix : Introduction to the Chief Mentor  

 
Born in Hong Kong, the Chief Mentor Daniel Yue entered into the financial market since 

1980, already met with various turmoils and market situations no matter in the field of stocks, 

currencies, futures, metals, bonds…..etc. He would like to classified himself as a Chicago 

scholar for he has been using the methodology of Chicago school to have market anaylsis and 

forecast which turned up to be so accurate and welcomed. He has been the Chief Mentor of 

internship in Sincere Finance which is the first company that runs financial internship in 

Hong Kong. He has been acting as the Chief Analyst of the Sincere Finance for over 20 years.   

 

In summer 2017, Daniel Yue recevied an award (as below) from the Arizona University as 

an Excellent Boss for leading the students of their buiness school Eller College to gain intern 

expereince in the finaical field for so many years excellently and not just appears as a mentor 

but also practically as a boss so interns can really get the experience of working from boss 

and at the same time learning from the mentor. Arizona University is one of the very few 

universities chosen to join the MARS LANDING program, this is more important than any 

ranking for it proved their strict requitement and style after all.  

 
Previously, Daniel Yue also got a Certificate in English in Cambridge Unvieristy with Distinction. 

Undergrad was taken in National Taiwan University in International Trading. 

 

 

 

Daniel 

Yue 
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Materialzing 

 

The Impossible Dream 
 

 

 

To run where the brave dare not go,  

Though the goal be forever too far.  

To try, though you're wayworn and weary,  

To reach the unreachable star. 

 

To reach the unreachable star,  

   Though you know it's impossibly high,  

To live with your heart striving upward  

  To a far, unattainable sky! 

 
 

Internship of Bullion Market 

Allied Victory Gold & Silver Investment Limited 

A subsidiary of Sincere Group  


